Janus Benefits From Across’s
User Friendly Interface

»» A leading provider of translation and 		
localization solutions
»» Industries: IT, Telecom, Life Sciences,
Oil & Gas, Automotive, Power Engineering,
Public Sector, Industrial, Corporate Marketing
& Legal, Multimedia, and Game Localization
»» Documents and content include: IT software,
documentation, marketing docs, IFUs,
Operation Manuals for devices
»» Annual translation volume: 100 million words
»» Number of employees: over 260
»» Languages: over 80
»» Locations: 9 offices across the world
in Europe, America and Asia
»» File formats: idml, DOC, xml, properties,
mif, ppt, xls etc.
»» www.janusww.com

With offices in Europe, Asia and the
US, Janus is a leading provider of
translation and localization solutions.
Janus uses a flexible and scalable
approach to deliver software and
website localization, technical translation,
e-Learning, marketing material, and
multimedia with a commitment to high
quality results delivered on time and
on budget. Translation projects go
through rigorous translation, editing,
and proofreading stages (TEP). In
addition, Janus has a pool of in-house
industry specific translators and
freelancers and a special QA department
that is dedicated to providing quality
checks on all projects. Janus
is
certified
according
to
ISO
9001:2008, ISO 17100:2015-5, and
EN 15038:2006 standards.

Reasons for using Across:

Why does Janus use Across?

»» The use of Across was initiated
by a Janus client
»» Gradually more requests for
Across translations

Janus was approached by a customer
requesting translation projects to be
processed with a language platform
suitable for all language resources and
translation stages. Across solutions
enabled them to integrate all parties
from the customer to the translator in
a seamless translation process. For
example, if the work flow is organized
efficiently, project managers (PMs) do
not have to import and export, and send
the files via e-mail. In order to send
the tasks to vendors, a PM only needs

The company:

Across components employed:
»» Across Language Server

Results:
»» Reduction of processing time through
automation and integration
»» Reduction of labor costs
»» Janus translators value using Across
because of the user-friendly interface

to perform a few simple actions when
using Across which greatly simplifies
the process. The same is applicable to
clients. They can download the files into
Across and seamlessly send them to
Janus without the use of ftp or special
services that are required with other

»» Alina Vasilyeva, Head of German Translation
Department at Janus Worldwide

CAT tools. With Across, the translation
workflow is versatile and involves a
number of stages. Across enables
safe and reliable project transition
without losing any data. Implementation
challenges were minimal and mainly
limited to training the staff on Across
Language server and helping them to
feel comfortable using a new CAT tool.
Across provided extensive training which
included:

»»A

webinar about translating and
proofreading for translators and PMs

»»An Across LSP Day in 2014
»»A

session on Across Data Cube
focusing on modern business intelligence
in foreign language management

Advantages of Using Across

,
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example, a big advantage of using
“Our mission is to ensure our clients sucJanus has benefited significantly from Across is for the localization of
cessfully reach their global customers
software,
websites
and
technical
with accurate, time efficient and cost efthe “all in one” capabilities of Across and
fective translated and localized material.
the ability to send files back and forth translations specific text features
Using Across helps us to achieve this and
enables safe, reliable and high-quality
without needing a separate tool for QA are considered. In addition,
Across
has
very
convenient
project translations that meet our rigid
checks which resulted in considerable
standards.”
time savings while maximizing quality. In document structuring so a transAlina Vasilyeva, Head of German Translation
addition, PMs can apply several tasks to lator can easily understand
Department at Janus Worldwide
where
a
particular
text
belongs.
one file (i.e. translation, QA, approval, etc.)
as well as plan project implementations. If necessary, a termbase can
Janus also uses Across’s internal system be connected to a project and checked
of formal check that can be adjusted automatically as well as displayed
according to the project requirements. conveniently during translation.
Using Across, Janus has experienced
better source formatting maintenance, Moving Forward with Across
easier file exchanges, more convenient Janus is investigating the implementation
translations and improved translation of crossWeb to increase the convenience
quality with the QA wizard. Janus also of using Across. Translators will not need
has the opportunity to work with formats to install the Across client and can easily
that are not supported in other CAT. For work using any browser.
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